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Abstract  

Ethnicity could be viewed as a reaction to changing conditions of a group and ethnic groups are often imagined communities. 
Historical processes and shared memories facilitate the formation of ethnic groups. People who once shared a given identity may re-
look at/re-define their identity due to some external factors and internal conditions, and this may result in the reconstruction of 
historically constructed and shared identities. The present study is a modest attempt to understand the changing ethnicity behavior of 
Savara due to their gradual increase of relations with Jatapu. Further, this paper also argues about interethnic relations in Social and 
economic aspects between these two tribes based on their ethnic identity marks.  

 
Keywords: Interethnic Relations, Savara, Jatapu, Ethnicity, Territoriality, Commensal Relations. 
 
Introduction 

India is the homeland for hundreds of tribal communities. Many anthropologists understood the tribal communities were 
animist which have their own language and lived in forests, hilly terrains naturally isolated areas from the civilized urban society. In 
connection with they developed their own cultures in nature. They depend upon the nature for their food, shelter and livelihood. 
However, the present scenario is completely different. We need to move away from such monolithic conceptions because in the course 
of time, tribal communities came into contact with many other groups. The other cultures are always having a significant impact on 
every society. Some of the culture traits have been adapted from those groups in contact and some others of their own disappear in the 
course of time. This will lead to changes in the social, religious, economic and political aspects of human society. The present study 
argues about social and economic relations between the two tribes Savara and Jatapau based on their ethnic identity marks and gives 
insights upon how Savara ethnicity changing because of relations maintaining with Jatapu. 

 
Methodology  

This paper studies the interethnic relations between Savara and Jatapu in social and economic aspects. The field study was 
carried in four hamlets of Seethampeta Mandal: Malli Colony, Naidumalli, Addaiguda and Shilagam in Srikakulam district, Andhra 
Pradesh. The villages are selected based on the parameters like geographical location, extent of contact, composition of social groups, 
displacement and rehabilitation. The villages are different in terms of their composition, population size and contact with outsiders. 
Mallicolony and Shilagam are multi-ethnic villages comprising with Savara, Jatapu and Paidi. Naidumalli comprises with Jatapu only 
and Addaiguda is with Savara only but the distance between these two hamlets is very minimal i.e., approximately 50 meters. Hence, 
Savara has direct contact with Jatapu and they share village space with them. 

 
Overview of Jatapu and Savara 

T. Madhu Sudhan Rao (2017: 1317) in his article- Ethnography of Jatapu Tribe Eastern Ghats of India- mentioned that 
“Jatapu have synonyms like Jatapu Dora and Samanthulu etc. Believed to be a civilzed section, and a distinct community and they 
consider themselves superior to the Savara. They claim themselves to be the descendants of Janaka, a mythological king of Ramayana. 
They belong to the Khond tribe on a general level and believed that they are the lords of the Khonds. The Jatapu tribe enjoys superior 
status over the neighboring Savara tribe. They do not have any comensal relations with Savara and any other living groups along with 
them”.  

 
K. Rangarao (2020) in his monographic series The Samanthas of Andhra Pradesh elobarated as the society of the Jatapu 

tribal community is patrilineal and the women engage themselves in household works. Monogamy is the norm but polygyny is also 
allowed. They follow patrilineal descent and patrillocal rule of residence. The Jatapu is an endogamous tribe, however there exist 
several organizations are exogamous patrilineages which are totemic by nature and are named after plant and animal objects. Those 
totemic groups are Kondagorre (sheep), Arika (millet), Toyika (tortoise), Thorika (wild fowl), Addakula (a leaf used to make meal 
plates), Palaka, Uyika, Nimmaka, Biddika, Kondangi, Mandangi, Pattika etc. These totemic groups are called as “vamsha” in their 
linguistic terms. Members of the vamsha consider themselves to be descendants from a common ancestor for which marriage within 
them is tabood.  
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However, the Savara tribal community does not have any such organizations within themselves. The name of each individual 
of Savara starts with Savara only (for the administrative purpose. Previously they have the surnames similarly with Jatatpus). Ex. 
Savara Mangayya, Savara Lakkamma. Savara tribal community also endogamous tribe and their social organisatin revolve around 
Guda and Birinda. Birinda represents family in Savara language and Guda is a hamlet consists with five to thirty birindas. The 
members belong to the guda are considered as consanguines. Hence, the daughters of the Savara move out and wifes of the Savara 
move into the hamlets. Marriage ties will play the important role in connecting the gudas. 

 
Endogamy is acting as a cultural regulator between Savara and Jatapu to maintain the relations. The cultural boundaries 

between Savara and Jatapu are sharply differentiated because the mobility of people is not fluid between these communities. 
Therefore, cultural differentiation can be viewed as a large-scale phenomenon. Those cultural boundaries are identified, constructed 
and defined by the people through generations. However, one can observe the social, cultural, economic, political, linguistic relations 
because of displacement of Savara from the top of hills to plains. The relations are maintained but less frequently. By keeping less 
frequent relations in mind understanding tangible and intangible identity markers will give a comprehensive picture of cultural 
boundaries between Savara and Jatapu. Henceforth how a Savara is considered as a Savara and how a Jatapu is considered as a Jatapu 
attained importance in this study and traced the social, economic, political and religious relations by using identity markers. 

 
Territoriality 

The first and most important tangible identity marker is territoriality. T. Apparao specified that “territoriality plays an 
important role in any kind of interaction. It is also very crucial in the self-identification as well as the identification by others. The 
identity may change with the change in the geographical setting of the habitat” (2012: 31). Therefore, geographical parameter has 
taken the chief source for the understanding of interethnic relations. Savara organized around gudas on the top of the hills. Among 
them Vajjayiguda, Eathamanuguda and Zodumanuguda are at the peak of the mountains. Mountains determine their livelihood, dress 
pattern, material culture, and indigenous knowledge etc. Their social structure as well as social organization are derived and defined 
from the mountains. Because of the cultivation of Cashew, Pineapples, Turmeric and Ginger on mountains over a period of time the 
government handover D-Pattas to the Savara. D-Patta represents government assigned land but they do not have complete ownership 
of the land. In this process few among the Savara got their land at the beds of the mountains and another few got their land far from 
their residence. It is not easy to go to their lands along the mountain to work and come back to the place where they reside daily. They 
make the residence in the place where they can easily go to their land. Therefore, Savaras who reside in Vajjayiguda, Eathamanuguda 
and Zodumanuguda scattered around the mountains from the peaks. Including to this, lack of water during summers, and the dearth of 
sufficient place on the peaks of the mountains to accommodate the increasing population compel Savara to move down to the plain 
areas. 

 
People from Vajjayiguda displaced to Addaiguda, Mamidichettuguda, Malli Colony, Chinnabethupuram, Kothaguda, 

Bandhamanguda, Mallipuram etc. Here Addaiguda and Mamidichettuguda were new gudas established by Savara with two to five 
birindas twenty-five years ago. Moreover, they now became a well-established gudas and listed under Kusimi Panchayath. It is 
important here to note that Addaiguda emerged near to Naidumalli hamlet where Jatapus only live and the distance between two 
hamlets is approximately 50 meters only. Antother important thing here is to note that Mallicolony became two-fold ethnic hamlet. 
The houses constructed under Indiramma Awas Yojana scheme in Mallicolony were distributed to Savara and Jatapu in 1980s. The 
Savara who resides in Mallicolony were displaced from Vajjayiguda and the Jatapu who reside here were displaced from Naidumalli 
hamlet. 

 
People from Eathamanuguda and Zodumanuguda displaced to Lakkaiguda, Goyyiguda, Silagam and Zillangiguda. Silagam 

became a three-fold ethnic hamlet comprised with Jatapu, Savara and Paidi. Jatapu are living in Silagam from long ago. One Paidi 
caste family living in Silagam was migrated from Vizianagaram District. As said above and as like Addaiguda and Mamidichettuguda, 
the hamlets Goyyiguda and Zillangiguda were newly established gudas by Savara and were close to the Silagam.  

 
What the investigator wants to argue here that Savaras are in the process of displacing from the top of the hills to the plains 

where Jatapus are living. Due to this process Addaiguda, Mamidichettuguda, Zellangiguda and Mallicolony hamlets are newly 
emerged in plains near to the Jatapu hamlets. Therefore, displacement of Savara from the top of the hills to the plains constructed the 
bridge between Savara and Jatapu to share the same village space. 

 
The peculiar observation in the field is that all the hamlets’ names of the Savara start with either the senior person’s name of 

the hamlet or a nearby tree located in the hamlet. Best instances are Lakkaiguda- senior person in this hamlet is Savara Lakkai and 
Eathamanuguda- a tree name “Eathamanu.” Geographical locations of the hamlet also matter in the naming of the hamlet. Muthyalu is 
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divided into three hamlets based on the top, middle and the foot of the hill. (Eguva Muthyalu, Nadimi Muthyalu and Dighuva 
Muthyalu). Whereas Jatapus settlements have different names and they don’t have any correlation between them. Ex. Naidumalli, 
Silagam, Chinnabethupuram etc. 

 
Food Habits, Commensal relations and Significance of Nestharikam Institution 

The next and the very important identity marker is food habits. Jatapu do not have any comensal relations with Savara and 
enjoying the superior status because of their food culture. Japtapu believe that eating beef as a sin and practice social distance with 
beef eaters. In contrast, Savara eats beef, pork, snakes, rats etc. A kind of hierarchy and social distance perpetuated because of Savara 
food culture and it reflects in all social institutions. This can be explained through Nestharikam social institution. Nestharikam 
institution is an intangible and collective identity marker which connects Savara and Jatapu in harmonious manner; however, it 
reflects the social distance maintained by Jatapus over Savara. Nestharikam resembles the bond of friendship and established at 
marriage ceremony. If the pelli koduku (bridegroom) belongs to Jatapu a savara individual act as thodu pellikoduku and vice versa. A 
symbolic material called kankanam tied to both pellikoduku and thodu pellikoduku to represent and maintain the friendship even in 
coming generations also. It gives more importance to the other family than one’s own family. Whatever ceremonies happen in both 
families, one should give their first priority to the “nestharikam family.” If the ceremony happens in Jatapus’ house Savara should eat 
the feast outside the house. Even in Savara ceremonies also utensils used for the preparation of food to serve Jatapus are separated 
from the Savara. A kind of social distance practiced by Jatapu is the major reason for the gradual decline of this social institution. 

 
To explain this social distance feature that was practiced by Jatapus over Savara earlier, we can bring the Jatapus’ tea shops 

as the best example which was explained by age old Savara. In Jatapus’ tea shops Savara should drink tea in one glass and after 
cleaning that glass next Savara should drink. He said one proverb in Telugu “mee annam meede ma charu made” which means “your 
rice is yours and our sambar is ours.” Because of this hierarchy and social distance practiced by Jatapus over Savaras most of the 
young Savara and even Jatapu individuals also do not know what nestharikam is. Another nestharikam institution is there in Jatapus. 
But it is between the brothers of the same mother. It is totally different from the above one and pertained to Jatapus only. 

 
Attempt towards Social Mobility 

Hence there is a tendency in Savara to sanskritize themselves by adopting certain aspects of higher status peoples’ life which 
are Jatapu and Kapu. It is important to here note that few among the Savaras are adopting the totemic group names of Jatapu such as 
Mandangi, Addakula and Biddika. Savara joined these totemic groups as teknonyms to their names but benifited in the name of 
Savara. Therefore, a little bit confusion and overlapping takes place between Savara and Jatapu because of adoptive kinship 
terminology. Another social consequence of social distance is Akshra Brahama movement. The main reason for the starting of 
Akshara Brahma movement was to stop the conversions into Christianity and to protect the Savara identity; however, the social 
distance practice also motivates Savara to participate in Akshara Brahma movement which prohibits the beef eating. The Savara 
people who are in Akshara Brahma only never eat beef and practice the rituals according to the prescriptions of Akshara Brahma. 

 
Interethnic Marriage and Fictive Kinship Terminology 

In Mallicolony, Savara and Jatapu practice fictive kinship terminology to increase the social solidarity between them. People 
use agnatic terms for each other systematically. Savara men address Jatapu men as “bava” (brother-in-law) which reflects indirectly 
Jatapu’s wifes are sisters to them. But a Jatapu young girl named Kondangi Baghya referred Savara Sundara Rao as bava. When I ask 
why she replied that from childhood onwards, I am calling him as bava because my parents told. Actually, Savara Sundara Rao’s 
father was addressing Kondangi Bhaghya’s mother as sister. In this sense they both become cross cousins fictively according to 
patrilineal rules. Then I further asked with curiosity “so now can you marry him?” The answer came with angry face “no, I cannot 
marry him. If I marry him my family has to pay amount to my caste people.” The fictive kinship terminology is increasing social 
solidarity and integrity between them but not decreasing social distance and hierarchy. Therefore, “social closeness” and “social 
distance” both are practiced by Jatapus over Savara simultaneously. At least even one interethnic marriage is also not happened in 
Silagam hamlet till now because Jatapus are very obsessed with their identity. 

 
Another interesting thing that I want to explain here that when I am interviewing Palaka Appanna who lives in Naidumalli 

about interethnic marriages he lied to me that his son married to a Jatapu girl. Actually, his son married to a Savara girl. I was noticed 
it after interviewing another person named Nimmaka Shanthamma in the same hamlet. She is saying with the different tone “aago a 
Palaka Appanna koduku Savara ammayini chesukochukunnadu” (see, that Palaka Appanna’s son married to a Savara girl) which 
reflects the way the neighbors see Palaka Appanna family with less status. Hence, he lied to me. 
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Government Categorization 
The next identity marker is government categorization of tribes. To improve the life standards of the tribes which are 

showing zero or negative population growth, low level of literacy than other tribes and pre-agricultural technology are categorized into 
“Primitive Tribal Groups” in 1975 based on the Dhebar Commission report and it is renamed as “Particularly Vulnerable Tribal 
Groups” (PVTGs) in 2006 due to the ethnocentric loaded term “primitive.” The state called the Savara who are residing in the top of 
the hills as “Konda Savara” and placed in Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups list. In contrast, Jatapus are not Particularly 
Vulnerable Tribal Groups because of their higher status in terms of knowledge, tradition, sanitation etc and they believed themselves 
as rulers of this area. Hence Savara called Jatapu as “doralu” which means “sir” in English. According to data that we have collected 
in the field shows that Jatapu have 62.5% literacy rate and Savara have 47.5% only. Numerically, Savara is predominant in the places 
which are coming under ITDA Seethampeta. Hence a kind of marginalization belief is there in Jatapus because of various loans, 
subsidies and pensions schemes are confined to PVTGs only. 

 
Language 

Language is the most important identity marker. Language will speak the identity of a tribe. Norms, institutions, values, 
perceptions and everything constituted through language only. If a particular tribe or community loses its language anthropologists 
related it as “ethnocide.” Ethnocide can alter the original identity. Savara has their own language and it has script which was 
developed by Savara Mangaiah. They speak both Savara and Telugu languages. Because of the exposition to formal education Savara 
are learning Telugu. Jatapu who reside in the plains speak Telugu only. Telugu language connects the Savara and Jatapu and makes 
the relations bit more complex.  

 
Changing Land Relations 

Jatapus have agricultural lands and cultivate rice and chole according to the seasons and few among the Jatapus also got the 
D-Pattas beside the Savara lands from the government who are close to the mountains but their number is minimal when compare to 
the Savara. So, their livelihood is totally depending upon the agricultural lands which are on the plains. It is said that two decades ago 
Jatapus only have 75 percentage of agricultural land and the remaining belongs to Savara. Gradually land has become like other 
capital, a marketable commodity. Now Savaras have 75 percentage of agricultural land and the remaining belongs to Jatapu. Why did 
Jatapu sell their land?  

 
The methodology used by F.G. Baily (1957: 50) in his landmark book Caste and Economic Frontier to describe how land 

came into market is used in my study to probe why Jatapus sell their land. According to F.G. Bailey, “when a estate is below a certain 
size it can only meet contingent expenses, for example the cost of marriage or a funeral, by selling land only… Marriage is something 
that can be postponed if the family is in financial difficulties, but for the correct observance of death ceremony cannot be postponed. 
Also, there is a very strong compulsion that the ceremony will not be skimped to a certain minimum.” Marriage is a joyful incidence 
in Jatapus’ life. They consider marriage is prestigious. The marriage ceremony should be done by brides’ family and they have to give 
“sare” to the newly married couple. It consists of all essential household items like cart, beeruva, pressure cooker, mixi, steel utensils 
etc. Those all items will be brought to their household from the hamlet border with “melam” and they termed it as “uregimpu” 
(Procession in English). It shows the status of bride to the bride grooms’ village that she is bringing all those items from her family. 
The various expenditures of marriage ceremony of Jatapus are tabulated in below. 

 
Table 1: The various expenditures of marriage ceremony of Jatapus 

Activities Expenditure (approx) (Rs. /-) 
Cost of sare 1,00,000 
One gold chain and ring for bridegroom 50,000 
Engagement day 50,000 
Marriage feast 50,000 
Cloths 50,000 
Mikeset and DJ 25,000 
Decoration and Pandiri 10,000 
Marriage cards 5000 
Miscelleneous activities 30,000 
Total 3,75,000 
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Therefore, the average cost of marriage ceremony of Jatapus is between three lakhs to five lakhs. The average cost of death 
ceremony is one lakh rupees (puram ethinapudu- 30,000/-; 12 mourning days- 30,000/- and feast to the village- 60,000/-) and puberty 
ceremony is one lakh fifty thousand rupees. Sickness, deteriorating conditions of health and the bad harvest increase the vulnerability 
condition. A family which has smaller size of land in hands is most vulnerable. In this situation one must lend the money or sell their 
land.  

 
Then again, few questions such as “why Savara only bought Jatapus’ lands?” and “how did they get amount?” motivate me to 

dig deeper. The reasons are:  
(a) Exercising the power conferred by paragraph (5) of Fifth Schedule of Indian Constitution, the Governor issued the A.P 

Scheduled Area Land Transfer Regulation, 1959 (Regulation 1 of 1959). This Regulation is to prohibit transfer of lands between 
tribals and non-tribals in the Scheduled Areas without previous sanction of State Government. Even this regulation also indirectly 
supports encroachment of tribal land that have the state’s influence. To maintain peace and to govern the area effectively Regulation 1 
of 1970 was passed by the Governor amending 1959 Regulation. According to this, non-tribal who validly acquired land, but he is not 
allowed to sell his land to a nontribal which will inevitably increase the new entrants into the Scheduled Area. (Source: 
aptribes.gov.in). ITDA Seethampeta has predominant population of Savara and Jatapu. The remaining are very less in number. 
Therefore, the opportunity to buy a land from Jatapu is having with Savara only.  

 
(b) Savaras’ life was determined by their ecology. Cashew, mangoes, pineapples and turmeric yield came to their hands in 

summer. They get income yearly at one time by selling their yield. For example, they get 5 to 6 quintals of cashew per acre in good 
harvest and 2 to 3 quintals in bad harvest. The market price for one kg cashew is Rs. 150/-. Therefore, per acre they get Rs. 75000/- in 
good harvest and Rs. 30,000/- in bad harvest. If a Savara individual is doing cashew cultivation in four acres his income is Rs. 
3,00,000/- in good harvest and Rs. 1,20,000/- in bad harvest. If we add the income of turmeric, pineapple and mango the income will 
become more. This much of income, they are getting at one time.  

 
(c) Savaras considered that eating rice represents one’s own status. Earlier Savara do not cultivate paddy because of their 

hilly terrain. Even before cashew, pineapple, turmeric plantation they used to eat what they get from the forest. Therefore, Savara 
believed that rice is a civilized section food. If they have land, they can cultivate paddy themselves. Therefore, Savara thrust for eating 
rice motivate them to buy plain lands from Jatapus.  

 
(d) Savara are heavily engaging in mountain work from January onwards and end their mountain work in June. So, they get 

leisure time between July to December. This time period is the best season for cultivating paddy.  
 
(e) Work independence- one can go to their own land and relatives’ land as a labor. 

 
The above genealogy explains that Savara agriculture work revolved around the kinship. The persons who are working in the 

field are 1- ego, 2- ego’s mother-in-law, 3,4,5,6- ego’s four sisters, 7- ego’s father’s brother, 8- ego’s father’s brother’s wife and 9-
ego’s father’s sister. If ego works in his father’s sister’s land, then she reciprocates her obligation by working in his land. However, 
this will not happen in Jatapus’ land. The society of the Jatapu tribal community is patrilineal and the women engage themselves in 
household works. 

 
(f) Savara did not use any chemical pesticides or fertilizers in the cultivation of paddy because they producing paddy for their 

consumption not to sell.  
 
I observed total six cases of lands which were bought by Savara from Jatapu. Those are listed in table below. 
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Table 2: The amount of lands which were bought by Savara from Jatapus 
Savara name Size of land (acres) Amount (Rs. /-) How many years back 
Savara Mokalingam 3 23,000 20 years 
Savara Ravi Rajan 1.5 1,70,000 10 years 
Savara Buddamma 1 1,40,000 6 years 
Savara Buddai 1.25 1,75,000 6 years 
Savara Putredu 1 1,50,000 5 years 
Savara Nageswararao 0.7 1,90,000 2 years 

(The above data is collected through the interviewing Savara individuals not from the land records of revenue office.) 
 
The value of land is increasing along with the time. According to primary data, I did not notice at least one Savara individual 

who possess more than three acres of land in plains and who bought with more than Rs. 2,00,000/-. The size and the cost of the land 
are depending upon the amount that they are earning from hills. 

 
Material and Services Exchange 

According to Levi-Strauss “exchange” is the basis for all type of social relations. According to Marshall Mauss, exchange 
involved in triple obligation- to give, to receive and to repay. Hence material exchange and services exchange play the vital role in 
relations between groups. One can observe exchange of turmeric thapelas, cattle and services related to harvesting between Savara and 
Jatapu. The turmeric has to be boiled and dried before selling. The boiling utensils are very big and one “thapela” (those big utensils 
are called as thapelas) can boil 13 to 15 kgs of turmeric. Jatapus do not have these types of thapelas. They will bring from Savara with 
the rent of Rs. 5/- per day. 

 
Photograph 1: Turmeric Thapela 

 
 
Earlier there were cattle (they called bulls as dukkalu) exchange between Savara and Jatapu in harvesting. Now tractor replaced 

dukkalu. Savara cultivates paddy only once a year. So that one has to take care dukkalu for the whole year depending on what they 
have got from only harvest. The people who have minimal amount of land (70 cents or 1 acre) it is a burden to them. Now there is a 
service exchange in terms of tractor between Savara and Jatapu with the cost of Rs. 800/- per hour. A tractor can plough 60 to 70 cents 
of land in an hour. This advantage motivates them to move towards mechanization of agriculture. Savara and Jatapu both have tractors 
but tractor service rendered by Savara to any Savara or Jatapu is based on certain parameters (a) proximity in kinship- if a relative of 
Savara have the tractor their priority is first to them, (b) village proximity- all Addaiguda people approach Biddika Ravi who lives in 
Naidumalli for tractor services. Even they approach Palaka Appanna who lives in Naidumalli to buy agricultural instruments. He is the 
only black smith to provide services to the hamlets Raimanguda (Savara), Naidumalli (Jatapu), Addaiguda (Savara) and 
Mamidichettuguda (Savara). Then, Naidumalli people approach Savara Chimmayya who lives in Addaiguda and an ethnomedical 
practitioner especially in some illnesses like jaundice, snake bite etc.  
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Gradual Decrease of Hierarchy and Social Distance between Savara and Jatapu 
In present days, the hierarchy and social distance is gradually decreasing between Savara and Jatapu. The reasons are: 

1. Now, Savaras have more arable land than Jatapus on both hills and plains. This attains economic power to them. 
2. As said above, social organization of Savara revolved around gudas and birindas. Because of hills and lack of transportation 

earlier there were no contacts between gudas. But now there is unity and mutual cooperation between them through a platform 
‘Savara Iykya Vedika’ 

3. Beef eating of Savara plays a vital role in the making of social hierarchy. Now, Akshara Brahma movement prohibits the beef 
eating. The Savara who are not in Akshara Brahma are also sharing the village space with Jatapu. Hence, they also reduced 
beef consumption gradually. 

4. There is a lot of gap and intergenerational change between father’s generation and children’s generation especially in practicing 
traditions. The best instance is the younger generations do not know what Nestharikam which had perpetrated the social 
distance earlier is. 

5. Numerical preponderance- ethnic majority are Savaras in that geographical region. 
6. Awareness of political positions- the Sarpanches of Statuotory Panchayaths like Kusimi, Goidhi, Kodisa, Chakaliguda, 

Vajjayiguda etc. are Savara now. 
7. Education on constitutionally provided fundamental rights such as abolition of untouchability, right to equality and statutory 

acts such as Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 
 
Conclusion 

Change in land relations, changing food habits and commensal relations, displacement from the peaks to the plains, shifting 
trends in settlement pattern from isolated to multi-ethnic hamlets, Akshara Braham movement, conversions into Christianity, 
disappearing of institutions like “Nestharikam”, sanskritizing towards higher castes life, interethnic marriages, fictive kinship 
terminology, material and services exchanges, gradual decreasing of hierarchy and social distance, moving towards alternative 
livelihoods, decreasing of importance of language in younger generations and the impact of statutory panchayaths on their life etc., all 
these are emphasizing that there is a need to restudy the “Savara identity.” Savara is in the process of transformation which leads to 
reconstruction of their own identity. Keeping these all transformations in mind there is an urgent need to probe more in-depth analysis 
of all these changing practices among Savara. 
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